CUP Leadership in 2022 - Tucson (9/1/22)
Members of Class of 2025 (except where noted)

AMWA Outreach
Meghana Bandlamuri  Sparshee Naik
Crystal Razavi   Pantea Sazegar
Sona Shahbazian

Art Works
Co-Presidents:  Megan Irby Ayomide Odeneye
Sultana Mojadidi
Vice-Presidents:  Meghana Bandlamuri Sascha Delzepich

Asylum Clinic
Clinic Coordinator:  Javier Gonzalez Benjamin Maglajac
Yani Saferite Sona Shahbazian
AC Emeritus:  Andria Albert Mary Nguyen (2024)
Brenda Valencia Gonzales (2024)

Care Connections
Lead Coordinator:  Jacob Ref
MIND Clinic:  Benjamin Pope Megan Taylor
Shubitz Clinic:  Justin Le Crystal Razavi
Kid’s Clinic:  Ayomide Odeneye
Women’s Clinic:  Jasmine Lock Noshin Nuzhat
Integrative Med:  Davina Dobkins
LGBT+ Clinic:  Deborah Nelson
CC Emeritus:  Priyanka Hadvani (2024)

Christ the Good Shepard Mission (New 10/21)
Ziad Hindosh (2024) Leila Jamal (2024)
Karol Kamel (2024) Faissal Stipho (2024)

Clinica Amistad
Daniel Nguyen (2024)

CUP Inter-Clinic Coordinators
Clinics Manager:  Ben Litmanovich
Clinics Manager Emeritus:  Kathryn Pulling (2024)
Lead Continuity Coordinator:  Sean Renfree
Continuity Emeritus:  Shrutu Shah (2024)
Lab:  Benjamien Meyer (Lead) Edgar Aquayo
Iliana Cosio Lacey Culpepper
Isabellyana Dominguez Hannah Rosch Newton
Jessica Shinkle
Lab Emeritus:  Ciara June (2024)
Stephan Bremer (2023)

Financial Officer:  Aarzoo Kumar
Physician Coordinator:  Duri Sabina Saeed
Referral Coordinator:  Robert Childers
Supplies Coordinator:  Zak Webber
Technology Coordinator:  Luis Novelo Hernandez
Tech Emeritus:  Abhi Chadha (2024)
Benjamin Rounseville (2023)
Vaccines/VFC:  Amanda Huff (Primary) Megan Irby (Second)
D’Andre Gomez
VFC Emeritus:  Colin Fields (2024)
Boston Scott (2023)

Flying Samaritans (Reinstated 8/22)
Caitlyn Dagenet Riley Goldsmith
Megan Taylor

Food RX
Ethan Hill (2024) Sheyda Mesgarzadeh (2024)
Iliya Panfilenko (2024)

Health for the Homeless
Brenden Barness Riley Hellinger
Aarzoo Kumar Oluwatobi Odeneye (2024)
Megan Taylor Jonathan Yasmeh (2024)

HopeKids Arizona
Andres Sanchez

Integrative Medicine CUP Clinic
Lead Coordinator:  Pantea Sazegar
Clinic Coordinator:  Nicholas Christopher Ryan Garcia
Madison Newman
Outreach/Education Coordinator:  Rod Bravo

JAWS (reactivated 7/22)
Milillo, Gabrielle (2023) Martirosian, Richard (2023)
Singh, Gurkaran (2023) Spece, Lloyd (2023)

Kid’s Clinic (name change)
Lead Co-Coordinators:  Brenden Barness
Clinic Coordinator:  Sparshee Naik
Continuity Care Coordinator:  Elka Rubin
Patient Coordinators:  Bobbie Alcanzo Hamza Ghannam
TS Emeritus:  Charis Royal (2024) Rebecca Whitmer (2024)
Christie Rospuitni (2023) McKenzie Schaefer (2023)

LGBT+ CUP Clinic
Lead Coordinator:  Brittany Chy
Clinic Coordinator:  Ioana Cirjan Caitlyn Dagenet
Jacob Robishaw-Denton CJ Ryan
LGBT+ Emeritus:  Katelyn Anderson (2024)

MedCat Companions
Mihir Shah (2024)

MedCats Migrant Services
TBA

MedCats REACH (Resiliency, Engagement and Community Health)
TBA

MedPride
Ankitha Kaki Benjamin Maglajac

Med Teach
Marlene Gonzalez Anguiano Robert Childers
Samuel Kraus Katherine Riordan
Audrey Scalia Zak Webber

MedVets
James Patterson (2023)

MexZona
Max Coffeen Jacob Mapp

MIND Clinic
Lead Coordinator:  Donna Sayegh
Clinic Coordinators:  Zain Majeed Jordan Gotwalt
Zachary Leibovit-Reiben Blake Gerken (Spanish)

Patient Coordinators:  Hannah Godfrey Curtis Josephs
Emily Harnois (Spanish)
MC Emeritus:  Sakhthi Kumar (2024) Iliana Manjon (2023)
Mobile Health Clinic
Javier Gonzalez

Pima Juvenile Inmate Education
Meghana Bandlamuri Kiana Burnett
D’Andre Gomez Taylor Groy

Refugee Clinic
Meghana Bandlamuri Aarzoo Kumar

Respiratory Fit Team
Brittany Chy Isabellyana Dominguez
Marlene Gonzalez Anguiano Jordan Gotwalt
Amanda Huff Juan Sanchez
Alissa Stanley Coco Tirambulo
Alisia Tumac (Lead)
RFT Emeritus: Billy Evans (2024)

SHARE (Students Helping Arizona Register Everyone)
Kendra Marr (2024)

SHINE (Students Helping In Need Elderly)
Julia Morris (2024) Katrina Teer

Shubitz Family Clinic
Lead Coordinator: Joseph Gunderson
Clinic Coordinators: Adam Carl Holly Celaya
Brandon Nguyen Brandon Zhang
Patient Coordinators: Natalie Caryl Issa Jimenez Espinoza
Gabriela Orozco
SFC Emeritus: Thuy Nga (Lily) Nguyen (2024)
Lech Staniszewski (2023)

Sight Savers
Lead Coordinator: Elise Batzli
Patient Coordinator: Max Coffeen
Clinic Coordinator: Charlie Gallego
SS Emeritus: Angie Tulk

Sister Jose Women’s Center
Lacey Culpepper Madison Newman

Special Olympics Program
Maya Lowney (2024) Duri Sabina Saeed

St. Andrew’s Clinic
Nicole Kummet David Schaub
Zak Webber

STAT (Students Together Ainst Trafficking (Renew 2/22)
Brianna Quincy

Street Medicine CUP Clinic-Tucson
Abhi Chadha (2024) Meha Shah (2024)

Sun Smarts
Hannah Godfrey Lacey Hart
Deborah Nelson

Team Hoyt Arizona
Natalie Caryl Osagioduwa Igbinoba
Gabriela Triant

THE MAZE (Teen Healthcare Education and Mentorship, An AZ Effort – New 1/22)
Logan Taysom (2023)

TREE (Tucson Refugee Education and Empowerment)
Aarzoo Kumar Pantea Sazegar
Marija Shahid

Tucson High Mentorship Program
Jasmine Lock Juan Sanchez

UA HOPE
Andres Diaz

Women’s Clinic
Lead Clinic Coordinator: Laura Tran
Clinic Coordinators: Riley Goldsmith Taylor Groy
Alisha Stanley
Patient Coordinator/EMERGE: Ankitha Kaki
Patient Coordinator/Community: Katherine Riordan
WC Emeritus: Lupita Molina (2024)
Brooke Marcus (2023)

********************************************
CUP PROGRAMS ON HIATUS:
Casa de los Ninos
DEPO (Diabetes, Education, Prevention & Outreach)
FARMacy (when this is reactivated will be managed by FoodRX)
Gaitway (company closed)
Higher Health
JAWS Adaptive Athletics
Nutritional Health Awareness
Owl & Panther
ParkRx
Pinal County Corrections Education
Project Taking Charge
REACT … only CPR Elective currently
SPRY
TAPP
Wishmakers at UACOM